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Some of the authors who have contributed to this volume are philosophers, some are engaged in
other academic disciplines, and several are practicing healthcare professionals. Their essays
demonstrate that because phenomenology provides extraordinary insights into many of the issues
that are directly addressed within the world of medicine it can be an invaluable practical
tool, not only for those who are interested in the philosophy of medicine, but for all
healthcare professionals who are actively engaged in the care of the sick.
This book aims to provide theoretical and empirical frameworks and highlights the challenges
and solutions with using Big Data for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Sustainability
in the field of digital transformation and tourism. Sustainability, Big Data, and Corporate
Social Responsibility: Evidence from the Tourism Industry offers a theoretical and empirical
framework in the field of digital transformation and applies it to the tourism sector. It
discusses Big Data used with CSR and sustainability for the improvement of innovation and
highlights the challenges and prospects. It presents a modern insight and approach for use by
decision-makers as an application to solve various problems and explores how data collection
can shed light on consumer behavior making it possible to account for existing situations and
plan for the future. This book is intended to provide a modern insight for researcher,
students, professionals, and decision-makers on the application of Big Data to improve CSR and
sustainability in the tourism sector.
The assessment of local, regional or national impacts of an influx of tourists – of different
kind and origin – has in recent years become a new challenge for economics research in the
tourism sector. There is a clear need to develop solid methodologies through which the socioeconomic impacts of tourism can be assessed. Tourism impact assessment – as a systematic
approach to the estimation of socio-economic effects of tourism on relevant parts of the
economy – has become a timely response to the need for appropriate information for
stakeholders, both public and private. The present volume brings together a set of recent
impact studies – of both a theoretical-methodological and an applied policy-oriented nature – ,
which have been selected on the basis of their originality or novel contribution to the
research in this field.
Qualitative research is designed to explore the human elements of a given topic, while specific
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qualitative methods examine how individuals see and experience the world. Qualitative
approaches are typically used to explore new phenomena and to capture individuals' thoughts,
feelings, or interpretations of meaning and process. Such methods are central to research
conducted in education, nursing, sociology, anthropology, information studies, and other
disciplines in the humanities, social sciences, and health sciences. Qualitative research
projects are informed by a wide range of methodologies and theoretical frameworks. The SAGE
Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods presents current and complete information as well
as ready-to-use techniques, facts, and examples from the field of qualitative research in a
very accessible style. In taking an interdisciplinary approach, these two volumes target a
broad audience and fill a gap in the existing reference literature for a general guide to the
core concepts that inform qualitative research practices. The entries cover every major facet
of qualitative methods, including access to research participants, data coding, research
ethics, the role of theory in qualitative research, and much more—all without overwhelming the
informed reader. Key Features Defines and explains core concepts, describes the techniques
involved in the implementation of qualitative methods, and presents an overview of qualitative
approaches to research Offers many entries that point to substantive debates among qualitative
researchers regarding how concepts are labeled and the implications of such labels for how
qualitative research is valued Guides readers through the complex landscape of the language of
qualitative inquiry Includes contributors from various countries and disciplines that reflect a
diverse spectrum of research approaches from more traditional, positivist approaches, through
postmodern, constructionist ones Presents some entries written in first-person voice and others
in third-person voice to reflect the diversity of approaches that define qualitative work Key
Themes Approaches and Methodologies Arts-Based Research, Ties to Computer Software Data
Analysis Data Collection Data Types and Characteristics Dissemination History of Qualitative
Research Participants Quantitative Research, Ties to Research Ethics Rigor Textual Analysis,
Ties to Theoretical and Philosophical Frameworks The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research
Methods is designed to appeal to undergraduate and graduate students, practitioners,
researchers, consultants, and consumers of information across the social sciences, humanities,
and health sciences, making it a welcome addition to any academic or public library.
Violence Against Women
The Application of Qualitative Approaches
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Evidence from the Tourism Industry
A Guide to Setting the Right Objectives for More Effective Public Engagement
The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Methods in Health Research
Remaking Participation

Regardless of the discipline or country, creating quality education is multifaceted. At the center of any schooling
practice are the educators, their schools, and the teacher education programs that license them. As the schools
and faculties of education strive to provide the best practices to pre-service or in-service teachers, it becomes
more critical to increase the quality of teacher education via various means to keep up with the demands of
schooling in the 21st century. Interdisciplinary Approaches Toward Enhancing Teacher Education provides an
overview of how innovation and research experience can enhance teacher education programs with a focus on
competencies, skills, and strategies future teachers will need to cope with while teaching students’ learning with
diversity and facing linguistic, social, and environmental challenges. The book particularly investigates the
potentiality of educational technology, innovative techniques, and digital storytelling to enhance education and
bilingualism in intercultural contexts and multilingual settings. Covering topics that include performance
assessment, teacher training, and professional development, and including many practical and diverse
examples, this book is intended for TESOL, second or foreign language learning, and CUL programs and teachertraining institutions, as well as teachers, researchers, academicians, and students in interdisciplinary areas that
include science, history, geography, language learning, bilingualism, intercultural competencies, classroom
interaction, gamification, and educational technology.
In this Fourth Edition of The SAGE Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry Thomas A. Schwandt provides a guide to the
terms and phrases that help shape the origins, purpose, logic, meaning, and methods of the practices known as
qualitative inquiry. This edition features 20 additional terms as well as a restructured Reader’s Guide. Key
references have been updated and select terms and phrases from previous editions have been reorganized and
greatly expanded. Together, the dictionary entries provide a guide to the methodological and epistemological
concepts and theoretical orientations of qualitative inquiry. This one-of-a-kind resource is ideal for readers who
are navigating various perspectives on qualitative inquiry, working on a qualitative dissertation, or are launching
their own investigations into the issues covered.
This book compares contemporary racism in the US and the Netherlands through in-depth interviews with fiftyfive black women. As an interdisciplinary analysis of gendered social constructions of racism, it breaks new
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ground. Essed problematizes and reinterprets many of the meanings and everyday practices that the majority of
society has come to take for granted. She addresses crucial but largely neglected dimensions of racism: how it
is experienced; how black women recognize its covert manifestations; how they acquire this knowledge; and
how they challenge racism in everyday life. To answer these questions, over two thousand experiences of black
women are analyzed within a theoretical framework that integrates the disciplines of macro- and
BMW Z-cars have carved a huge reputation for themselves in a very short time. From the revolutionary and
innovative Z1 of the late 1980s to the beautiful and exclusive Z8 of more recent times, via the popular Z3 and its
controversial replacement, the Z4, the family has made BMW's name in the increasingly competitive sports-car
market.
A Guide to the Recent Literature of Trends, Forecasts and Policy Proposals
International Tourism
The SAGE Handbook of Global Childhoods
Methodological and Personal Perspectives
Wealth at the Service of Development
An Interdisciplinary Approach
This book explores the philanthropy of Brazilian elites during a key period in recent
Brazilian history, from Workers Party president Lula’s last term in office through to the
election of far-right president Jair Bolsonaro. Against this backdrop of political
upheaval, the book asks what philanthropy can reveal about the role of corporate and
wealth elites in upholding the structures of socioeconomic inequality that continue to
define Brazilian society. The book argues that around the world the private sector’s
growing engagement in international development has led to the emergence of a global
philanthropic project centred on practices of "philanthrocapitalism" and "social
finance," which ultimately seeks to legitimise global capitalism and the elite interests
it serves. Drawing on an in-depth and wide-ranging ethnographic study among
philanthropists and their advisors in over 30 Brazilian foundations and intermediary
organisations, the book combines a structural critique of the capitalist ideologies
underlying philanthropic practice with a robust exploration into the ways in which
wealthy Brazilians appropriate philanthropy directly to legitimise elite reproduction and
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the accumulation of wealth. Researchers across Latin American studies, development
studies and the anthropology of development will find this book a timely contribution to
the under-researched areas of elite studies and the study of philanthropy.
Concerned that scholars in various disciplines were talking past each other and that
policy debates concerning judicial independence were impoverished, the editors convened a
conference of scholars from the disciplines of law, political science, history, economics
and sociology. Judicial Independence at the Crossroads: An Interdisciplinary Approach is
a collection of essays reflecting the disciplinary perspectives of the authors and the
shared understanding that emerged from the conference.
All researchers want to produce interesting and influential theories. A key step in all
theory development is formulating innovative research questions that will result in
interesting and significant research. Traditional textbooks on research methods tend to
ignore, or gloss over, actual ways of constructing research questions. In this text,
Alvesson and Sandberg develop a problematization methodology for identifying and
challenging the assumptions underlying existing theories and for generating research
questions that can lead to more interesting and influential theories, using examples from
across the social sciences. Established methods of generating research questions in the
social sciences tend to focus on 'gap-spotting', which means that existing literature
remains largely unchallenged. The authors show the dangers of conventional approaches,
providing detailed ideas for how one can work through such problems and formulate novel
research questions that challenge existing theories and produce more imaginative
empirical studies. Constructing Research Questions is essential reading for any
researcher looking to formulate research questions that are interesting and novel.
This ground-breaking book assembles 31 portraits of people who interpret languages,
cultures, situations, institutions and people, and offers graphic interpretations of
their collective experience. They tell a powerful story about the structure of
contemporary society and the hierarchical distributions of power that permeate our lives.
Introduction to Interdisciplinary Studies
Interdisciplinary Approaches Toward Enhancing Teacher Education
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Feminist Theories: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide
Welfare, Crime and Society
Strategic Science Communication
Coercive Control
Advances in technology have enabled animators and video game designers to design increasingly realistic, human-like characters in animation and
games. Although it was intended that this increased realism would allow viewers to appreciate the emotional state of characters, research has shown
that audiences often have a negative reaction as the human likeness of a character increases. This phenomenon, known as the Uncanny Valley, has
become a benchmark for measuring if a character is believably realistic and authentically human like. This book is an essential guide on how to
overcome the Uncanny Valley phenomenon when designing human-like characters in digital applications. In this book, the author provides a
synopsis of literature about the Uncanny Valley phenomenon and explains how it was introduced into contemporary thought. She then presents her
theories on its possible psychological causes based on a series of empirical studies. The book focuses on how aspects of facial expression and speech
can be manipulated to overcome the Uncanny Valley in character design. The Uncanny Valley in Games and Animation presents a novel theory that
goes beyond previous research in that the cause of the Uncanny Valley is based on a perceived lack of empathy in a character. This book makes an
original, scholarly contribution to our current understanding of the Uncanny Valley phenomenon and fills a gap in the literature by assessing the
biological and social roots of the Uncanny Valley and its implications for computer-graphics animation.
Communication research is evolving and changing in a world of online journals, open-access, and new ways of obtaining data and conducting
experiments via the Internet. Although there are generic encyclopedias describing basic social science research methodologies in general, until now
there has been no comprehensive A-to-Z reference work exploring methods specific to communication and media studies. Our entries, authored by
key figures in the field, focus on special considerations when applied specifically to communication research, accompanied by engaging examples
from the literature of communication, journalism, and media studies. Entries cover every step of the research process, from the creative development
of research topics and questions to literature reviews, selection of best methods (whether quantitative, qualitative, or mixed) for analyzing research
results and publishing research findings, whether in traditional media or via new media outlets. In addition to expected entries covering the basics of
theories and methods traditionally used in communication research, other entries discuss important trends influencing the future of that research,
including contemporary practical issues students will face in communication professions, the influences of globalization on research, use of new
recording technologies in fieldwork, and the challenges and opportunities related to studying online multi-media environments. Email, texting,
cellphone video, and blogging are shown not only as topics of research but also as means of collecting and analyzing data. Still other entries delve into
considerations of accountability, copyright, confidentiality, data ownership and security, privacy, and other aspects of conducting an ethical research
program. Features: 652 signed entries are contained in an authoritative work spanning four volumes available in choice of electronic or print formats.
Although organized A-to-Z, front matter includes a Reader’s Guide grouping entries thematically to help students interested in a specific aspect of
communication research to more easily locate directly related entries. Back matter includes a Chronology of the development of the field of
communication research; a Resource Guide to classic books, journals, and associations; a Glossary introducing the terminology of the field; and a
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detailed Index. Entries conclude with References/Further Readings and Cross-References to related entries to guide students further in their research
journeys. The Index, Reader’s Guide themes, and Cross-References combine to provide robust search-and-browse in the e-version.
Case Studies in Interdisciplinary Research successfully applies the model of the interdisciplinary research process outlined by author Allen F. Repko in
Interdisciplinary Research, (SAGE 2008) to a wide spectrum of challenging research questions. Self-contained case studies, written by leaders in
interdisciplinary research, and utilizing best-practice techniques in conducting interdisciplinary research shows students how to apply the
interdisciplinary research process to a variety of problems.
This book profiles various cases that are emerging in addressing global challenges in the context of SDGs for society in the era of climate change and
covers case studies of projects being undertaken to tackle biodiversity, food security, climate change, energy and water security. The book is written by
37 authors, and will appeal to various stakeholders including academics working within the identified thematic areas, policy planners, development
agencies, governments and United Nations agencies. The adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 ushered a new era in the
global development agenda as the world transitioned from the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The new era of SDGs that are all-inclusive,
unlike the MDGs with the focus now being on ensuring human success that is predicated on environmental protection. The year 2020 marked five
years post the adoption of the SDGs with increased calls for stock-taking of progress made amid strong calls for a decade of action to accelerate the
delivery of the SDGs by 2030. These calls have been louder now given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, which reset the global economy and
increased intensity of extreme weather events across the world. Since climate change has emerged as one of the biggest threats to the achievement of
the SDGs, there has been growing concerns on its impact on biodiversity loss and the extinction of some species. There are also concerns regarding
increased food insecurity at the household level in some parts of the world, particularly in Asia and Africa. With the demand for climate change action
on the increase, there have also been growing calls for the big carbon emitters to drastically cut their emissions and invest in clean energy to save the
planet by following development pathways making emissions stay under the 1.5°C increase in temperature.
An International and Interdisciplinary Journal. Special Issue: Fraternities, Athletes, and Violence Against Women on Campus. Volume 2, Number 2,
June 1996
Future Survey Annual 1988-1989
Interpersonal Communication in Older Adulthood
Understanding Everyday Racism
Constructing Research Questions
Impact Analysis
With the Handbook of Action Research hailed as a turning point in how action research is framed and understood by scholars, this student
edition has been structured to provide an easy inroad into the field for researchers and students. It includes concise chapter summaries and
an informative introduction that draws together the different strands of action research and reveals their diverse applications as well as their
interrelations. Divided into four parts, there are important themes of thinking and practice running throughout.
By highlighting the commonalities across a range of disciplines, this volume provides a unique and broad-based perspective on
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communication and ageing. This integrative approach brings together the best of current research and theory from communication, cognitive
psychology, psycholinguistics and medical sociology. Centring on three topics - cognition, language and relationships - the book explores the
individual areas as well as the ways in which they intersect. It brings to light the implications of individual differences among members of the
elderly population as they affect communication, and illustrates the positive as well as the negative effects of the ageing process on language
production, relational satisfaction an
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of criminology find reliable sources of information by directing them to
the best available scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books, chapters, and journal articles to online archives,
electronic data sets, and blogs. Written by a leading international authority on the subject, the ebook provides bibliographic information
supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are
interrelated related. A reader will discover, for instance, the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic, and the most important
publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this topic. In criminology, as in other disciplines, researchers at all levels are
drowning in potentially useful scholarly information, and this guide has been created as a tool for cutting through that material to find the exact
source you need. This ebook is a static version of an article from Oxford Bibliographies Online: Criminology, a dynamic, continuously
updated, online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study and
practice of criminology. Oxford Bibliographies Online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and humanities, for more
information visit www.aboutobo.com.
The new edition of this vital resource provides extensive coverage of the current state of research, theory, prevention, and intervention
regarding violence against women. Each of the 18 chapters belongs to one of three parts: theoretical and methodological issues in
researching violence against women, types of violence against women, or prevention and direct intervention. The editors and contributing
authors have crafted their work to encourage discussion and debate and also to address issues of diversity and cultural contexts, as well as
to examine inequalities of race and ethnicity, social class, physical ability, sexual orientation, and geographic location. Key Updates to This
Edition: - A new and autobiographical Reflections piece appears at the end of each chapter. - Six completely new chapters address new and
emerging topics, including assessment (Chapter 3), sexual harassment (Chapter 4), the effects of pornography (Chapter 7), cross-cultural
issues (Chapter 8), the role of the economy (Chapter 9), primary prevention (Chapter 11), and school-based programs and interventions.
Another recent subject the authors include is the role of faith-based initiatives. - The book's foreword is jointly written by Senators Amy
Klobuchar (D--MN) and Al Franken (D--MN), both Congressional advocates on behalf of victims of violence against women.
Interdisciplinary Theory and Research
Tourism Economics
Sustainability, Big Data, and Corporate Social Responsibility
Science, Environment and Emergent Publics
Encyclopedia of Industrial and Organizational Psychology
An Interdisciplinary Theory

Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Political Theory offers fresh and thought-provoking
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perspectives on some of the most pressing public concerns of our times. The volume
includes a dozen articles that draw upon a wide spectrum of social sciences and
humanities (political science, sociology, international studies, psychoanalysis,
philosophy, cultural studies) to explore the historically-grounded contemporaneity and
the interdisciplinarity of political theory. It represents the joint endeavour of the
editor and twelve outstanding scholars affiliated with renowned academic institutions
spanning four continents The contributors shed light on and provide insights into a broad
range of issues that are of current relevance in the domains of both theory and practice.
The book covers considerable ground as it grapples with a variety of topics (democracy,
justice, civil society, torture), thinkers (Camus, Rawls, Habermas, Derrida) and
frameworks (marxism, critical theory, public choice, feminism). The central contention of
the book is that the destiny of humankind will depend increasingly upon our collective
intellectual and practical capacity to shape the global configuration of capital, power
and knowledge that is emerging in the matrix of late modernity.
This Handbook explores the multidisciplinary field of childhood studies through a
uniquely global lens. It focuses on enquiries and investigations into the everyday lives
of young children in the age range of birth to 8 years of age, giving space to their
voices and involving interrogations about the various aspect of their lives. This
Handbook engages with the interdisciplinary field of childhood studies, education,
cultural studies, ethnography, and philosophy, with contributions from scholars from
across the globe who have focused their work on the complexities of childhoods in
contemporary times. By considering a range of epistemologies, ontologies and perspectives
to present the contemporary & systematic research on the topic from a wide range of
academics and authors in the field, this Handbook provides a significant contribution to
the international dialogue of Global Childhoods. Part 1: Global Childhoods Part 2:
Researching Global Childhoods Part 3: Contemporary Childhoods Part 4: Pedagogies and
Practice Part 5: Creating Communities for Global Children
Why is the concept of ?security? so important in modern society? Why do people and
governments invest so much in the pursuit of different forms of security? How do we make
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sense of the changing nature of the relationship between security and insecurity? This
book focuses on the concept of 'security' - as an idea, an ideal and a practice ? and
explores the ways in which it can shed light on the relationship between welfare and
crime, and the ambiguities that arise from them. The authors investigate these issues by
examining particular areas of social life and policy development with a focus that ranges
from global to local and neighbourhood concerns. The book is integrated with engaging
activities such as case studies, review and reflection sections. Adopting an interdisciplinary approach to explore criminological and social policy perspectives, the
chapters reflect the increasingly blurred area between social and crime control policy
and the way in which it is managed. The contributors delve into the consequences and
implications of policies and practices aimed at 'creating security' which can, all too
often, have the opposite effect. Security is key reading for students in criminology,
social policy and social justice.
This guidebook is essential reading for all professionals in the field.
Concise Paperback Edition
Nursing Research
Case Studies in Interdisciplinary Research
Academic Discourse and Learner Corpora
Figures of Interpretation
The SAGE Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry
The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Methods in Health Research is a comprehensive and authoritative source on qualitative research
methods. The Handbook compiles accessible yet vigorous academic contributions by respected academics from the fast-growing field
of qualitative methods in health research and consists of: - A series of case studies in the ways in which qualitative methods have
contributed to the development of thinking in fields relevant to policy and practice in health care. - A section examining the main
theoretical sources drawn on by qualitative researchers. - A section on specific techniques for the collection of data. - A section
exploring issues relevant to the strategic place of qualitative research in health care environments. The Sage Handbook of
Qualitative Methods in Health Research is an invaluable source of reference for all students, researchers and practitioners with a
background in the health professions or health sciences.
The Second Edition provides a comprehensive introduction to interdisciplinary studies with an approach that is succinct, conceptual,
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and practical. Completely updated to reflect advances in the literature on research, learning, and assessment, the book describes the
role of both disciplines and interdisciplinarity within the academy, and how these have evolved. Authors Allen F. Repko, Rick
Szostak, and Michelle Phillips Buchberger effectively show students how to think like interdisciplinarians in order to facilitate their
working with topics, complex problems, or themes that span multiple disciplines.
Nadine Gordimer and the Rhetoric of Otherness in Post-Apartheid South Africa observes and examines several issues that are
central to the South African writer’s works: the uniqueness of terror in a difficult historical period, the desire to annihilate racial
oppression, and, above all, the psychological alienation provoked by racism. The analysis also focuses on literary topics that are
specific to Gordimer’s post-Apartheid writings, such as the significance of multiculturalism, the status of writers, the banalisation of
violence due to mass-media coverage, the reconciliation with a violent past, globalization and loss of cultural and national identity,
economic exile, and migration. The book proposes in five chapters a journey into Nadine Gordimer’s novels, short stories and nonfiction that presents the reader with a multifaceted Other who is no longer specific to postcolonial and multicultural South Africa but
can be identified across the globe as alterity is redefined by globalization.
"Illuminating the complex relationships between tribal informants and twentieth-century anthropologists such as Boas, Parker, and
Fenton, who came to their communities to collect stories and artifacts"--Provided by publisher.
The Uncanny Valley in Games and Animation
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Communication Research Methods
Corpus Analysis in Academic Discourse
Enhancing Communication & Collaboration in Interdisciplinary Research
Judicial Independence at the Crossroads
Researching Sexual Violence against Women
In recent years there has been a considerable interest in the cultural aspects of tourism such as the impacts
of culture on tourism planning, development, management, and marketing. However, the focus has been on
material forms of culture such as arts, music, or crafts. The impacts of national culture on tourist behavior
and travel decision-making have not been paid much attention. Only in the last two years have cross-cultural
issues begun to generate significant interest among academics. An examination of cultural characteristics
and differences is extremely important to the tourism industry because today’s tourism environment is
becoming increasingly international. Information on the nature of the cultural differences between
international tourists and locals is not readily available in tourism literature. The concept of culture is very
complex and includes such abstract concepts as satisfaction, attitude and loyalty. International Tourism
brings these concepts to the undergraduate student in tourism, as well as students in the related fields of
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marketing, management, international business, and cross-cultural communication. Designed as a textbook,
it isorganized and presented in an integrated and relevant way for the benefit of a worldwide audience.
With more than 400 entries, the Encyclopedia of Industrial and Organizational Psychology presents a
thorough overview of the cross-disciplinary field of industrial and organizational psychology for students,
researchers, and professionals in the areas of psychology, business, management, and human resources. In
two volumes, readers are provided with state-of-the-art research and ready-to-use facts.
Changing relations between science and democracy – and controversies over issues such as climate change,
energy transitions, genetically modified organisms and smart technologies – have led to a rapid rise in new
forms of public participation and citizen engagement. While most existing approaches adopt fixed meanings
of ‘participation’ and are consumed by questions of method or critiquing the possible limits of democratic
engagement, this book offers new insights that rethink public engagements with science, innovation and
environmental issues as diverse, emergent and in the making. Bringing together leading scholars on science
and democracy, working between science and technology studies, political theory, geography, sociology and
anthropology, the volume develops relational and co-productionist approaches to studying and intervening in
spaces of participation. New empirical insights into the making, construction, circulation and effects of
participation across cultures are illustrated through examples ranging from climate change and energy to
nanotechnology and mundane technologies, from institutionalised deliberative processes to citizen-led
innovation and activism, and from the global north to global south. This new way of seeing participation in
science and democracy opens up alternative paths for reconfiguring and remaking participation in more
experimental, reflexive, anticipatory and responsible ways. This ground-breaking book is essential reading
for scholars and students of participation across the critical social sciences and beyond, as well as those
seeking to build more transformative participatory practices.
Drawing on cases, Stark identifies the problems with our current approach to domestic violence, outlines the
components of coercive control, and then uses this alternate framework to analyse the cases of battered
women charged with criminal offenses directed at their abusers.
Sustainable Development Goals for Society Vol. 2
Interdisciplinary Perspectives in Political Theory
Security: Welfare, Crime And Society
Future Survey Annual 1986
Indigenous Informants and American Anthropologists
The Neurocognition of Translation and Interpreting
With over 600 signed entries, The SAGE Encyclopedia of Higher Education demonstrates the impact higher education has had on global
economies and universities across the world. Topics include: • students burdened with higher tuition fees • departments expected to produce
courses and research that have clear and demonstrable social impact • what the university is and how it meets social and business
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requirements This encyclopedia touches on all aspects of higher education through: • key concepts • debates • approaches • schools of
thought on higher education • role of universities As an interdisciplinary field, these volumes will prove to be an essential resource for
students and researchers in education, sociology, politics and other related fields across the humanities and social science disciplines.
Enhancing Communication & Collaboration in Interdisciplinary Research, edited by Michael O'Rourke, Stephen Crowley, Sanford D.
Eigenbrode, and J. D. Wulfhorst, is a volume of previously unpublished, state-of-the-art chapters on interdisciplinary communication and
collaboration written by leading figures and promising junior scholars in the world of interdisciplinary research, education, and administration.
Designed to inform both teaching and research, this innovative book covers the spectrum of interdisciplinary activity, offering a timely
emphasis on collaborative interdisciplinary work. The book’s four main parts focus on theoretical perspectives, case studies, communication
tools, and institutional perspectives, while a final chapter ties together the various strands that emerge in the book and defines trend-lines and
future research questions for those conducting work on interdisciplinary communication.
This compelling book provides cutting-edge information on studies on sexual violence against women conducted on North American
campuses - and simultaneously contradicts backlash critics who claim that feminists exaggerate their statistics. Well-known researchers in
the field describe their own work and that of others to illustrate both large-scale and local studies. Topics discussed include: researchers' own
emotional experiences of working with rape research; experiences of harassment by subjects; feminist participatory research into lesbian
battering; reflexivity in studying prostitutes; the gendered nature of research interviews; and white women studying battered black women.
This groundbreaking work offers a comprehensive account of brain-based research on translation and interpreting. First, the volume
introduces the methodological and conceptual pillars of psychobiological approaches vis-à-vis those of other cognitive frameworks. Next, it
systematizes neuropsychological, neuroscientific, and behavioral evidence on key topics, including the lateralization of networks subserving
cross-linguistic processes; their relation with other linguistic mechanisms; the functional organization and temporal dynamics of the circuits
engaged by different translation directions, processing levels, and source-language units; the system's susceptibility to training-induced
plasticity; and the outward correlates of its main operations. Lastly, the book discusses the field's accomplishments, strengths, weaknesses,
and requirements. Its authoritative yet picturesque, didactic style renders it accessible to researchers in cognitive translatology, bilingualism,
and neurolinguistics, as well as teachers and practitioners in related areas. Succinctly, this piece establishes a much-needed platform for
translation and interpreting studies to fruitfully interact with cognitive neuroscience.
Savage Kin
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods
The Entrapment of Women in Personal Life
Sourcebook on Violence Against Women
Doing Interesting Research
Food security, energy, climate action and biodiversity
This collection sheds light on the ways in which corpus linguistics and the use of learner corpora might be applied to the study of
academic discourse, revealing linguistic and rhetorical patterns and insights into variation across a range of disciplinary genres.
Organized into three sections, the book highlights key tools and methodologies in corpus analysis to study such features as
discourse markers, lexical bundles, linguistic complexity, lexico-grammatical conventions, and modality in case studies in studies
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of academic discourse, both in a second language and in English for specific purposes. The volume features examples from
disciplinary genres not often covered in the existing literature, including MA theses, academic book reviews, and online student
forums. Taken together with the study of learner corpora, the book demonstrates the impact of corpus linguistic tools in better
understanding linguistic patterns of specific languages and language use and in turn, their role in helping to identify the needs of
language learners. The book will be of interest to students and scholars in corpus linguistics, applied linguistics, and English for
Specific Purposes.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Higher Education
Handbook of Phenomenology and Medicine
Handbook of Action Research
Brazilian Elites and their Philanthropy
A Guide to the Recent Literature of Trends, Forecasts, and Policy Proposals
Nadine Gordimer and the Rhetoric of Otherness in Post-Apartheid South Africa
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